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Donita L. Hall, appellant, was convicted of distribution of cocaine and conspiracy to

distribute cocaine by a jury in the Circuit Court for Montgomery County.  She presents the

following question for our review:

“Did the lower court err in admitting the hearsay declarations of 

an alleged co-conspirator which were made before the declarant

and the accused entered into any unlawful agreement, and thus,

before the formation of any conspiracy?”

We shall hold that the statements were admitted properly and shall affirm.

I.

Appellant was tried before a jury in the Circuit Court for Montgomery County for

distribution of cocaine and conspiracy to distribute cocaine.  Appellant was convicted of both

charges and sentenced to two concurrent terms of fifteen years incarceration, all but six years

suspended, with credit for eighty-six days and five years probation upon release.  She now

appeals and contends that the circuit court admitted improperly hearsay statements that do

not fall under any exception to the rule excluding hearsay.

The following facts were developed at trial.  On February 6, 2013, Lt. Carafano was

working as an undercover police officer for the Montgomery County Police Department as

part of a drug enforcement effort.  Based on several complaints about drug dealing in the

area, he drove to the parking lot of the Glenmont shopping center in an unmarked car wired

with a transmitter.   He noticed a person loitering in the parking lot and gestured to him to1

Lt. Carafano’s team followed him throughout the day and could hear everything that1

happened in Lt. Carafano’s vehicle through the transmitter.



approach the car.  That person did not approach the car, but gestured to another man,

appellant’s co-conspirator Jonathan Israel.  Israel approached the car and addressed Lt.

Carafano as follows:

“ISRAEL: What did you want?

LT. CARAFANO: I want — I would like a dollar of hard  — [2]

ISRAEL: Yeah, yeah, I can get it — we have to take a ride over

by the mall.

LT. CARAFANO: How far is that?

ISRAEL: Montgomery Mall right down [unintelligible]

LT. CARAFANO: Yeah that’s kind of far.  Do you have a

number, are they going to be there?

ISRAEL: Let me call them now.  I know, its automatic.

LT. CARAFANO: Are you sure?

ISRAEL: I can call right now.

LT. CARAFANO: Yeah call them.”

Israel called his contact to arrange the transaction.  While the transmitter in Lt. Carafano’s

car recorded only one end of the conversation, the State argued that appellant was the person

on the other end of the line.   Israel’s end of the conversation was recorded as follows:3

Lt. Carafano testified that “a dollar of hard” is a slang term referring to $100 worth2

of crack cocaine.

Lt. Carafano testified that he could “hear the voice of the person on the line[,] which3

sounded like a female voice to me.”
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“ISRAEL: If you are lucky and [unintelligible] 1-0-0.   You got[4]

it?  Damn straight.  Okay get it ready and I will be on my way

over to you.  Get it ready, get ready and it’s going to be like 15

minutes, you know what I’m saying?  I am going to take him up

there and I’ll call you when —”

Israel directed Lt. Carafano to an apartment complex near the Montgomery Mall.  During the

ride, the following conversation was recorded:

“ISRAEL: This shit here [unintelligible] whatever you’re doing

you ain’t had nothing like this in probably years.

LT. CARAFANO: The old school brother.

ISRAEL: This is fuck you have the right shit in it and didn’t cut

it.  You talk about all the salt, more okay its worth — yeah,

yeah, yeah that what I told you.

LT. CARAFANO: All right. 

ISRAEL: I will go get it, like I say well how much because I got

— I got lucky dog.  How much do you want?

LT. CARAFANO: I didn’t want it to be nil I want it to be— 

ISRAEL: What do you want then?

LT. CARAFANO: I can be like [unintelligible] I got like $280

dog.  I mean I can do like a $180, I can do an [EB]  if you got[5]

it.

Lt. Carafano testified that “1-0-0” is another slang term for $100 worth of crack4

cocaine.

The transcript uses the term “even,” but Lt. Carafano’s later testimony refers to an5

“EB,” which Lt. Carafano defines as “just like for eight ball, eight ball is an eighth of an

ounce of crack cocaine so which basically goes for $180.”
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ISRAEL: If you’re doing all that I want to get a little dollar to

myself so I can get cigarettes.  I can probably do $150.

LT. CARAFANO: If it’s as good as you say.”

After Lt. Carafano increased his order to $150 worth of crack cocaine, Israel made a second

phone call to increase the order.  He instructed the other party, arguably appellant, to “Make

it 1-5-0 okay?  Got it?  Make it 1-5-0 okay?  [The real] like you do.   See you when I get6

there all right.”

Israel directed Lt. Carafano to the parking lot of appellant’s apartment complex.  Lt.

Carafano handed Israel $160 in drug enforcement funds, which he had previously

photocopied to enable later identification by serial numbers.  As soon as Israel exited the

vehicle, Lt. Carafano radioed his team.  The detectives followed Israel to appellant’s

apartment and watched him enter and then exit several minutes later.  Israel returned to Lt.

Carafano’s car and handed him a green plastic baggy, which contained crack cocaine.   Lt.7

Carafano drove to a gas station, where members of his team arrested Israel.  Other team

members remained at appellant’s apartment and watched the door while they waited for a

judge to issue a search warrant.  No other individuals entered or exited the apartment from

the time that Israel exited until the team searched the apartment. 

The transcript reads “be reasonable like you do,” but on the audio recording Israel6

clearly says “the real like you do.”  Immediately after the recording was played, the State

questioned Lt. Carafano on the meaning of the phrase “the real like you do,” and this is the

phrase discussed by both parties on appeal.

Lt. Carafano testified that the substance appeared to be crack cocaine, and later field7

tests revealed that he was correct.
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Once Detective Cokinos obtained a search warrant, officers from the team entered

appellant’s apartment.  Appellant was the only adult in the apartment at the time.   On a chair8

in the apartment was appellant’s purse, containing her photographic identification and a bag

of crack cocaine.  Police found a small safe in a kitchen drawer that contained a significant

quantity of cash, as well as a water bottle containing cash located nearby on the counter. 

Police recovered Lt. Carafano’s bills and the cell phone used by appellant in her calls with

Israel.

At trial, the State sought to introduce the recordings, along with testimony by Lt.

Carafano regarding his conversations with Israel.  Appellant objected that the proffered

testimony was hearsay.  After a bench conference, the court ruled as follows:

“So under the case I’ll find that it’s just so we’re clear, so my

ruling would be clear and your objection is clear, I will find that

it’s an exception to hearsay because it’s statements made in

furtherance of through conspiracy.  I will also find that it’s not

hearsay and that at least not all of it is what I have heard so far

and what I have heard from the opening statement, is not being

offered for the truth of the matter asserted but that its a boast or

a comment or a statement of what this guy can do for this officer

which allows the jury to determine what is the relationship

between the defendant and co-defendant and explains why the

police officer goes to where he goes which I think is relevant. 

So the fact that it has a dual purpose that you could also say well

yeah, by Israel saying I have a source the jury might conclude

well he does have a source or not, that would be hearsay if he is

offering it for the truth of the matter asserted but I don’t think its

hearsay, I think up until that point number one and if it is I find

then it’s an exception to the hearsay as a co-conspirator stated in

Appellant’s seven-year-old son was present also.8
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furtherance of the conspiracy and based on that case so I will

overrule the objection.”

The court allowed Lt. Carafano to testify regarding his conversations with Israel and, during

his testimony, the State played the recordings discussed supra for the jury.  

The jury convicted appellant on all charges.  This timely appeal followed.

II.

Before this Court, appellant contends that Israel’s statements were inadmissible

hearsay.  She argues that there is no evidence of a preexisting, ongoing conspiracy.  Thus,

the conspiracy would not have been formed until Israel and appellant made an agreement to

sell cocaine to Lt. Carafano.  She alleges that Israel’s statements that he had a source of

supply, that the source was “automatic” and that he could obtain cocaine for Lt. Carafano

preceded the conspiracy.  When Israel made the first phone call to appellant, his statement

that he wanted “a 100” also preceded the conspiracy, which was formed only when appellant

agreed to fulfill the request.  Once the conspiracy was formed, appellant avers that many of

Israel’s statements were not made in furtherance of the conspiracy, and therefore are

inadmissible under the co-conspirator exception to the hearsay rule.  She categorizes Israel’s

statements concerning the quality of the cocaine and his request for “the real like you do” as

“idle chatter and casual asides” not in furtherance of the conspiracy.  She concludes that the

error was not harmless because, without the statements, there is a “paucity of evidence

showing the Ms. Hall was the source of the narcotics . . . .”
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The State offers four responses.  First, it posits that, by overruling appellant’s

objections, the trial court found implicitly that there was a pre-existing, ongoing conspiracy

between Israel and appellant.  It argues that this finding was not clearly erroneous.  Second,

it contends that the statements were not hearsay because the statements were offered for

something other than the truth of the matter asserted or they were verbal acts.  If they were

hearsay, they were admissible under the co-conspirator exception.  It alleges that Maryland

interprets the requirement that statements be made in furtherance of a conspiracy broadly to

include any statements intended to advance the objectives of the conspiracy, even if they

were not made exclusively or primarily for that purpose.  Finally, the State argues that, if

there was any error, it was harmless because overwhelming evidence pointed to appellant’s

guilt.

III.

Ordinarily we review the admissibility of evidence for an abuse of discretion, but there

is no discretion to admit hearsay evidence.  Bernadyn v. State, 390 Md. 1, 7-8 (2005). 

Whether evidence is hearsay is a question of law that we review de novo.  Id. at 8.  If there

are factual findings underpinning the court’s legal conclusions, however, we review the

factual findings for clear error.  Gordon v. State, 431 Md. 527, 538 (2013).  A single factual

issue—whether the statements were made in furtherance of a conspiracy—is dispositive in
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this case.  Because the existence of a conspiracy and the timing of its formation are issues

of fact, we review those findings for clear error.

  Even assuming arguendo that Israel’s statements were hearsay, it was not clearly

erroneous for the circuit court to determine that they were made in furtherance of a pre-

existing, ongoing conspiracy.  Maryland Rule 5-803 provides, in pertinent part, as follows:

“The following are not excluded by the hearsay rule, even

though the declarant is available as a witness:

(a)  Statement by a party-opponent.  A statement that is offered

against a party and is:

* * *

(5)  A statement by a coconspirator of the party during the

course and in furtherance of the conspiracy.”

In this case, appellant has been convicted of conspiracy to distribute cocaine.  There is no

dispute that a conspiracy existed between appellant and Israel.  Appellant instead contends

that, although they are statements by a coconspirator, Israel’s statement’s either were not

made during the course of the conspiracy or did not further the conspiracy.

As to appellant’s first argument, we find that it was not clearly erroneous for the

circuit court to conclude Israel’s statements were all made during the course of a pre-existing

and ongoing conspiracy between appellant and Israel.   Police officers targeted the Glenmont9

Although the circuit court did not state explicitly that it was ruling that there was a9

pre-existing and ongoing conspiracy, it did find that Israel’s statements, if hearsay, were

admissible under the co-conspirator exception.  We conclude that the court found that there

was a pre-existing and ongoing conspiracy between the parties that was in existence before
(continued...)
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Shopping Center in response to several complaints about drug-dealing in the area.  When Lt.

Carafano arrived and motioned to a man outside the store, that man motioned to Israel. 

When Lt. Carafano requested $100 worth of crack cocaine, Israel immediately replied, “We

have to take a ride over by the mall.”  Lt. Carafano expressed hesitation, but Israel assured

him, “I know, its automatic,” and “I can call right now.”  These interactions could have

suggested to the court that Israel had previously assisted other individuals in obtaining drugs

from appellant.  Once Israel contacted appellant, he used language that could have suggested

that he was familiar with appellant, including requesting “the real like you do,” a term which

suggests that Israel was, in fact, familiar with what appellant does.  Even appellant’s actions

in allowing Israel to act as a middleman in a drug transaction suggest a great deal of trust

given the inherent risks of drug dealing.  Taken together, this evidence was sufficient to

allow the court to conclude that there was a preexisting and ongoing conspiracy without clear

error.

Appellant argues also that certain statements made by Israel, admittedly after the

formation of the conspiracy, were not made “in furtherance” of the conspiracy as required

by Rule 5-803(a).   Appellant points to United States v. Shores, 33 F.3d 438 (1994), as10

(...continued)

Israel approached Lt. Carafano’s car, as this exception is the only possible basis for the

court’s ruling.  See State v. Chaney, 375 Md. 168, 181 (2003) (stating that trial courts are

presumed to know the law and apply it properly).

The State contends that this argument was not preserved for our review.  Although10

the State concedes that appellant was granted a continuing exception on whether the
(continued...)
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authority for her assertion that Israel’s statements concerning the quality of the cocaine and

his request for “the real like you do” were merely “idle chatter and casual asides” not made

in furtherance of the conspiracy.  In that case, appellant’s co-conspirator, Charles Ellis,

recounted to his cellmate, William Rhodes, his participation in a murder-for-hire plot with

appellant and their plans to cover up their crime and escape using the help of several other

inmates.  Shores, 33 F.3d at 440.  Rhodes testified as to the conversations.  Id.  The court

ruled as follows:

“A statement by a co-conspirator is made ‘in furtherance’ of a

conspiracy if it was intended to promote the conspiracy’s

objectives, whether or not it actually has that effect.  Statements

made by a co-conspirator to a third party who is not then a

member of the conspiracy are considered to be “in furtherance”

of the conspiracy if they are designed to induce that party either

(...continued)

statements were made in furtherance of the conspiracy, it alleges that appellant waived her

objection later by continuing to object and, at a second bench conference, noting only that

“I don’t think that there has ever been a statement that the two of them in a phone

conversation said we have a thing going on.”  According to the State, we should interpret this

statement as a specific objection to the existence of a conspiracy, rather than the nature of

the statement.  

In context, it is clear that both the judge and the parties understood that appellant had

a continuing objection to whether the statements had been made in furtherance of the

conspiracy that remained in force.  The court began the bench conference by cautioning

appellant, “I gave you a continued objection so you don’t have to object each time.”  It

specifically mentioned Maryland Rule 5-803 and the fact that there was evidence sufficient

for the jury to conclude that the statements were in furtherance.  Following appellant’s

continued protestation, the judge cautioned appellee “I don’t want to get into Israel talking

about stuff that wasn’t germane to this transaction.”  Appellant’s counsel may only have

mentioned whether appellant and Israel had a “thing going on,” but the court itself was

absolutely clear that it understood the continuing objection to apply to whether the statements

were made in furtherance of the conspiracy.  Based on its language, appellant could have

appropriately concluded that she made her objections clear.
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to join the conspiracy or to act in a way that will assist it in

accomplishing its objectives, but not if they were intended to be

nothing more than idle chatter or casual conversation about past

events.”

Id. at 443-44 (internal citations omitted).  The court concluded that, based on the context in

which the statements were made, including Rhodes’ extensive criminal history and

connections to organized crime, as well as Ellis’ requests for Rhodes’ assistance in

fabricating a defense, Ellis’ comments were not merely casual conversations about past

events.  Id.  Instead, they were designed to induce Rhodes to join the conspiracy by

“providing him with necessary background and familiarizing him with the members of the

conspiracy.”  Id.

In this case, there was sufficient evidence for the circuit court to reasonably conclude

that Israel’s statements regarding the quality of the cocaine and his request for “the real like

you do” were intended to further the objectives of the conspiracy.  Israel’s statements, like

Ellis’, were not direct invitations to partake in the conspiracy.  Yet they were “designed to

induce [Lt. Carafano] either to join the conspiracy or to act in a way that will assist it in

accomplishing its objectives.”  See id. at 444.  In this case, the purpose of the conspiracy was

to sell crack cocaine.  An essential part of the conspiracy was therefore to induce others to

purchase crack cocaine.  At the time that the conversations were recorded, Israel believed Lt.

Carafano to be a prospective customer.  Israel and appellant shared a common goal — to sell

Lt. Carafano cocaine.  They shared an interest in ensuring that Lt. Carafano followed through

with the transaction.  Israel could have intended his statements that, for example, “you ain’t
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had nothing like this in probably years” and “[t]his is fuck you have the right shit in it and

didn’t cut it” to further this purpose in a number of ways.  He might have been reassuring a

reluctant customer that the trip was worthwhile.  He may have hoped to convince Lt.

Carafano to increase his purchase, as in fact he did.   He could even have been11

distinguishing appellant’s product as uniquely pure, superior to anything Lt. Carafano had

been able to obtain in “probably years,” in an attempt to recruit a repeat customer.  We find

no clear error in the circuit court’s inference that Israel’s statements were made in

furtherance of the conspiracy.

We hold that appellant’s statements, if hearsay, fall within the co-conspirator

exception to the hearsay rule as annunciated in Rule 5-803(a)(5).  Because the circuit court

was not clearly erroneous in concluding that there was a preexisting and ongoing conspiracy

between appellant and Israel, all of Israel’s statements were made during the course of the

conspiracy.  The circuit court was not clearly erroneous in finding that the statements were

made in furtherance of the conspiracy.

JUDGMENTS OF THE CIRCUIT

C O U R T FO R M O N TG O M ERY

COUNTY AFFIRMED.  COSTS TO BE

PAID BY APPELLANT.

Moments after making the statements above, Israel asked Lt. Carafano, “How much11

do you want?”  Lt. Carafano responded by increasing his order.
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